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INSTRUCTIONS for RECEIVING your PALLETIZED VERSIDEX MEGA-ncw: 

 

a. Before your pallet is delivered, clear out a space that measures 15’x10’. The pallet itself 

measures 42” x 48”. When motor freight delivers your Versidex pallet, get it into position in 

your cleared area so that the following things are true: 

 

 1. If I stand at the end of the container that says “Front” on it, there is open space behind  

  me, from the container, measuring 6 feet. 

2. Still standing at the “Front” end, to either the left OR the right (either one, but both is 

not necessary), there is open space, from the container, measuring 6 feet. 

 3. At the other end of the container away from the “Front” end, from the container on out,  

  there is open space measuring 5 feet. 

 

b. Reasonably close to these measurements is good enough, but these numbers are for your 

safety while unpacking and lifting.  

 

Your risk of injury rises as your safe, open areas decrease in size. 

 

c. TOOLS: strap cutter or utility knife 

 

 

 

OPENING THE CONTAINER: 

 

a. DON’T get carried away. REALLY! FOLLOW these instructions. Go step by step. Don’t do 

anymore than each step says to do. REALLY! Assembly will be easier and less frustrating, if you 

will just go step by step. 
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b. CUT the plastic straps around the container. REMOVE them completely from the pallet and 

discard them outside of your open working area. They can be recycled. LEAVE the container 

ON the pallet during the ENTIRE assembly processes for both the STAND and the MEGA. 

 

c. LIFT OFF the container lid and set it aside outside your working area. INSIDE the container, 

right on TOP of everything, you’ll see TWO sets of instructions, one set for the STAND and one 

set for the MEGA itself. REMOVE them all to your bench. You can also access the instructions 

online at our website: versidex.com/instructions. So now FIND or ACCESS the instructions 

titled, “Part I, Assembly Instructions for the Versidex 31” MEGA-ncw ROLLING STAND”.  

 

d. GO step-by-step as you READ the instructions. Don’t unpack any more than each step says to. 

Follow the steps. REFER to the web site photos whenever you need help visualizing something.  

 

You will be UNPACKING the container in roughly the same order that you will be 

ASSEMBLING the stand and then the fixture. Only unpack what the instructions say to unpack 

for that step in the process.  

 

KEEP your open assembly area OPEN & FREE of parts and packaging materials! 

 

e. GO TO the Part I INSTRUCTIONS now. Thank you for becoming part of the Versidex 

family, ENJOY the assembly process, and REALLY enjoy using your Versidex MEGA-ncw! 

 

 

 

Go to: 
 

 

Part I, Assembly Instructions for the 
 

Versidex 31” MEGA-ncw ROLLING STAND 

 

 
Or view on your device using this link: 

 
Part I, Assembly Instructions for the  Versidex 31” MEGA-ncw ROLLING STAND 
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